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Two times Japanese ACM colored Starfighters. On top 46-8575 with a strange khaki colored forward 
fuselage area around 1983. Bottom photo shows 46-8587 wearing 2 tone grey ACM colors and markings of 
202 squadron in November 1981. A lot of color types have been used during the ACM exercises.  
(IFS collection and Peter Muhlbock) 
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INTERNATIONAL F-104 SOCIETY 

 

 
 

“Zipper” is a magazine fully dedicated to the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. 
It is published once and a while by the IFS, the International F-104 Society. 
The contents of “Zipper” may not be reproduced in any way anywhere, in 

 whole or in part, without prior written permission of the IFS. The IFS, 
 including the publication of "Zipper", is entirely run by volunteers and 

has no commercial objectives. 
 

 
 

IFS HOMEPAGE   http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFS BULLETIN BOARD http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
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IFS news  
 
Hello all, 

 
It has been a while since ZIPPER 66 was released. This is simply because there was 
not much to tell lately. Since the operations of the 104s stopped the world has 
changed. Our magazine has transferred into some kind of 104 wrecks & relics 
magazine. Nevertheless we will never let the 104 down and so….here again a new 
ZIPPER… 
 
Our IFSBB (The IFS bulletin board / web-forum for IFS members to discuss all kind 
of topics) is well visited. But we still expect more members to join !!!!! 
You will find interesting topics including stuff for sale etc.. 
 
IFS HOMEPAGE    http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFSBB (BULLETIN BOARD)  http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
 
 
Webnews: 
 
http://www.baha.be/Webpages/Navigator/News/Special%20Features/f104g_restored/fx47_restored.htm 
http://www.amarcexperience.com/AMARCDB.asp?SessionId=943623406&Type=3&Include=3&SortOrder=
1&Code=F104&Model=F104A 
http://www.flightlevel350.com/Aircraft_Lockheed_F-104_Starfighter-Airline_Italy_-
_Air_Force_Aviation_Video-1836.html 
http://www.pbase.com/image/49955416  
http://www.pbase.com/rob_clements/tico  
http://www.pbase.com/bret/2005 
http://www.pbase.com/image/30282325 
http://www.pbase.com/bruceroe/f104_starfighter  
http://www.pbase.com/image/49073878 
http://www.pbase.com/donner_blitzen/oddsends  
http://www.pbase.com/image/36566236 
http://www.pbase.com/islaguy/image/47444040 
http://www.pbase.com/airlinerphotos/image/52889964 
http://www.pbase.com/image/20794026 
http://www.pbase.com/iapa/f104_starfighter_gallery  
http://www.pbase.com/image/5984121  
http://www.pbase.com/image/5984120 
http://www.pbase.com/gmverissimo/image/5775617 
http://www.pbase.com/image/49519741 
http://www.pbase.com/geranio/image/57503159 
http://www.pbase.com/glennamy/image/53049864 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQ1kCNoDfQA 
http://snipurl.com/wcqx 
http://www.aviopress.com/reports_2001_starfighter.asp 
http://nagoya.cool.ne.jp/zuka306/2kaku/2kaku_et.htm 
http://homepage.mac.com/svvs/PhotoAlbum9.html 
http://www.dcr.net/~stickmak/JOHT/joht12f-104.htm 

http://www.aircraftresourcecenter.com/Gal-Fea%20Archives/jet_articles/F-104/F-104-03.htm 
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Country Corner 
 
 The latest Starfighter news in the world… 

 

 

 

Compiled by Harry Prins (thanks to various members) 
 

Belgium 
 

FX47 project update 
Inside ZIPPER 66 we mentioned the wonderful preserved FX-47. A few weeks ago 
we heard from Tim Soetaert that team member Luc Van Grinderbeek is not historic 
information specialist for Kleine Brogel but for Beauvechain (Bevekom). Also the 
“defence days” at 2 and 3 September have been held at Beauvechain, not Kleine 
Brogel. 
 

 
 

The FX-47 is being visited by more and more F-104 fans  like Roger Seroo this summer. (Bevekom 20 
August 2006, Roger Seroo) 

 

Meeting the Germans in Belgium 
In July 2006 Mark Wassenaar decided to go camping with his son in the Southern 
part of Limburg in Holland, near the Belgium border. His plan was to visit some 
Starfighters in Belgium which he had not seen before. A small report beneath: 
 
Tessenderlo (14 July 2006) 
In this town a company called Foets can be found. Here ex German Air Force 
Starfighter 26+47 (werknr 7307) can be found preserved. Initially stored with Piet 
Smedts at Baarlo, Holland this aircraft was transported to Tessenderlo on 12 
November 2005. It is standing in a chaotic area on some kind of metal construction. 
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A German Starfighter in Belgium. Ex 26+47 is now preserved with company Foets. 
                                                                                          (Tessenderlo 14 July 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Tongeren (14 July 2006) 
At Tongeren, near Glons, a Starfighter gateguard was visited near the barracks. The 
aircraft, ex Belgium FX15 (c/n 9034), arrived here back in 1996.  
 

 
 

F-104G FX15 (10W)  poled already for 10 years….                  (Tongeren, 14 July 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 
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Lanaken (15 July 2006) 
Mark was very pleased to be able to contact Mr Driessen at this town. He should be 
the proud owner of a real German TF-104G. This Saturday, 15 July, Mark visited his 
premises and found the 28+22 (werknr 5952) in his backyard standing next to other 
aircraft and a large collection of military cars. The TF-104G was bought from Piet 
Smedts around 2002/2003 and is pretty complete. Only the engine is missing. Mr 
Driessen stated that in principle the aircraft is for sale but the price will be high. 
It still had the JBG34 markings while wearing MFG color-scheme. 
 

 
 

One of the world’s most beautiful TF survivors is this 28+22.     (Lanaken, 15 July 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
RADCOMM 
Late 90s two Starfighters could be found inside the garden of the president of 
RADCOMM, a company which was involved in the USA-Taiwan deal transferring ex 
Belgium Starfighters. Both aircraft, FX76 (c/n 9131) and FX100 (c/n 9176), are no 
longer there.  
The FX76 went to a new owner in Zaventem however we are wondering where the 
FX100 went to. Maybe we know soon and will let you know inside ZIPPER 68. 
 
 
Resume Belgium :  
FX15     c/n 9034       F-104G       Preserved, Barracks (10W)               Tessenderlo     July 2006 
FX47     c/n 9090       F-104G       Preserved, tail from FX69                  Bevekom          May 2006 
FX76     c/n 9131       F-104G       Preserved, new owner                       Zaventem         Sep 2006 
FX100   c/n 9176       F-104G       Preserved, left Kampenhout              Unknown          Sep 2006 
26+47    c/n 7307       F-104G       Preserved, Foets company               Tongeren         July 2006 
28+22    c/n 5952      TF-104G      Preserved, Mr Driessen                    Lanaken           July 2006 
 
 

China 
 
Mystery 104 in China!!! 
 
This summer a very interesting discussion started after some guys discovered a real 
Starfighter on a storage platform on Dingxin Test Air Force Base in China. It is a 
complete mystery. The aircraft looks light grey but could also be bare metal. Since 
we are not missing any Pakistan or American F-104s and after the Taiwanese 
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experts could convince us that no Taiwanese 104 could be in China, we are now 
completely lost. Who knows the secret?? 
 
The aircraft can be clearly seen via Google Earth using coordinates:  
 

 
 

The mysterious Starfighter is clearly seen on this photo found via Google Earth. 

 
 

Germany 

 

German Bayern Travel 
On September 21st, Mark Wassenaar visited Munich and also reserved some time to 
visit some 104s in the Bayern area. First of all Mark had an appointment at Erding. At 
the gate F-104G 24+73 (werknr 8222) was still seen there wearing LVR1 markings. 
At the Lehr Werkstatt he found 3 other Starfighters among two Tornados, an 
Allouette 2 and DO27 aircraft, as instructional airframes. 
 
F-104G        22+91 (werknr 7174)                Silver c/s  
F-104G        24+68 (werknr 8217)                Old camouflage c/s, LVR1 badge  
F-104G        26+52 (werknr 7312)                Lizard camouflage c/s , JG74 badge 
 
Mark asked about the Starfighters 20+04 (werknr 2004) and 20+06 (werknr 2006). 
They confirmed that 20+06 had returned to Kaufbeuren. The other aircraft, which 
should be stored at Erding, was a mystery to the people. 
 
(IFS: Indeed the 20+06 was seen in October being build up again near a big hangar at Kaufbeuren, 
and we heard that 20+04 had been brought over to Berlin-Tegel.. see further inside this ZIPPER….) 

 
From Erding Mark drove to Oberschleissheim to visit the F-104F 29+03 (werknr 
5049). It still was in a very good shape wearing WS10 markings. 
From Oberschleissheim the trip continued to Furstenfeldbruck where Mark had 
arranged an appointment. He was allowed to photograph all preserved aircraft being 
an Alpha-Jet, P-149, RF-84F, F-84F, T-33 and of course an F-104 Starfighter. This 
F-104G 22+62 (werknr 7143) was seen preserved on a pole wearing JBG36 badges. 
It still carries the fake serial “22+36”. 
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Aircraft 24+68  is  in very good condition and used daily for instruction purposes at Erding Air Base.  
 (Erding, 26 September 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 

 
 

22+36  is in fact 22+62. Sadly the JBG36 badges on the intake are too small. It arrived late 1988 and is 
found near the Officer School. It is still a mystery why they changed the serial to 22+36 because that 
particular aircraft never flew with JBG36.     (Furstenfeldbruck, 26 September 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 

The trip continued to centre of Munich city. There the Deutsches Museum was visited 
which owns one and a half Starfighter: 
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F-104G        21+53 (werknr 7022)                 JBG33 badge  
F-104G        20+90 (werknr 6607)                 Cockpit only “mit schleudersitz” demo 
 

 
 

The 21+53 can be found inside the Deutches Museum. We do  not know when it arrived inside this museum 
but it was seen for the first time in 1990.                       (Munich, 26 September 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Then the trip around Munich that day ended at Neubiberg.  
Mark had only 1 hour left to visit the Universität der Bundeswehr and photograph the 
F-104G 20+59 (werknr 2068). The last information stated that it should be in a bad 
shape lying somewhere in a corner.  
Mark was surprised to see that the aircraft was still in looking very well although 
stored outside in the open sky. That day it was raining…  It still carried JBG31 
markings. 
 

 
 

The 20+59 is still in pretty good condition…It arrived from Erding 23 years ago from Erding in December 
2006.                                                                         (Neubiberg, 21 September 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
On his trip back home a few days later, September 29th, Mark visited the F-104G 
DA+129 (werknr 9059) at Aich. It is still preserved on a pole near a metal-scrap 
company. 
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Preserved at the scrapdealer  this photo shows again the very strange way the company has restored the 
tail section. It looks like they never saw a 104 before……(Aich, 29 September 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Sofar the trip by Mark.. 
 
 
Bentlage News 
In September 2006 the F-104G 22+59 (werknr 7140) was seen at Bentlage. It was 
receiving intensive treatment to become the new gateguard. On November 22nd  it 
was ready and installed on a pole near the entrance.  
 

 
 

The DF+101  is back on a pole, this time on its new home Bentlage. Note the nicely shining exhaust nozzle 
and fresh paint….it was erected  on 22 November 2006. (Bentlage, 22 November 2006, Uwe Steenweg) 
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Berlin leavers 

The F-104G 26+51 (werknr 7311), owned by the the museum at Berlin Gatow was 
put on storage after it arrived. It stayed at Berlin until late April this year. In June 
2006 it was seen at the Airfield of Rothenburg-Oberlausitz. It was part of the new 
Airport Museum. The people at the museum confirmed that it was on loan from the 
museum collection Berlin-Gatow. It is treated well by the Luftfahrttechnischer 
Museumsverein e.v. Rothenburg. The F-104G is still wearing the lizard camouflage 
scheme. 
 
WEBSITE: http://www.luftfahrtmuseum-rothenburg.de/ 
 
An other aircraft that left Berlin was F-104G 26+17 (werknr 9162) or what is left of 
it..being the forward section. In October 2006 it was seen at Rechlin-Larz where it 
can be found preserved. It is not yet known when it arrived there but likely this was 
this last summer. 
 
Again a cockpit 
Aircraft 26+20 (werknr 9168) has been sold as cockpit section only to a private 
owner. It was ex ABDR Lechfeld and cut-up to pieces. They saved the cockpit 
section which was sold to Kai Spörhase in 2003. It can be found in Augsburg. 
 
Grossenhainnnews 
F-104G 21+55 (werknr 7024) arrived at the Flying Legend Museum in 2000 or 2001. 
It is unknown why but suddenly in September 2006 it was found inside a new 
museum. This is located 1,5 km South East of Hassfurt, 30 km North West of 
Bamberg. It was last noted in Grossenhain in April 2006. 
 

 
 

The F-104G 21+55 went to a new home.                         (Hassfurt, 15 september 2006, Manfred Jacob) 

 
Berlin-Tegel 
Starfighter 20+04 (werknr 2004) from Siegburg has been transported from Erding to 
Berlin Tegel in 2001. It was put on display at the Julius Leber kaserne. But because 
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the location is being modified, this aircraft has been stored inside a big hall. It is 
owned by the Standortkommando, Wachbataillons of the Bundesministerium der 
Verteidigung (WachBtlBMVg).   
 
Schlesswig wreck 
In spite of rumours that it disappeared, the lizard F-104G 25+12 (werknr 8275) can 
still be found at Schlesswig Jagel today. It is parked inside a small lawn. Its tail 
section is now in Baarlo, being part of the large collection of F-104s and parts. The 
future of this aircraft is unsure but it looks like it is still being used for battle damage 
repair training. 
 

 
 

The 25+12 at Schlesswig Jagel is currently in use as ABDR instructional airframe and missing lots of parts. 
Here it is seen standing in the grass.                              (Schlesswig Jagel, July 2006 Marko Kirschstein) 

 
 
Resume Germany :  
20+04  werknr 2002  F-104G   Pres Julius Leber Kaserne     Berlin-Tegel                         Sep 2006 
20+06  werknr 2006  F-104G   reassembled TSLw1                  Kaufbeuren                          Sep 2006 
20+59  werknr 2068  F-104G   JBG31 Stored University BW     Neubiberg                          Sep 2006 
20+90  werknr 6607  F-104G   Cockpit only Deutches Museum       Munich                          Sep 2006 
21+53  werknr 7022  F-104G   JBG33 pres Deutches Museum       Munich                          Sep 2006 
21+55  werknr 7024  F-104G   Preserved Museum                         Hassfurt                           Sep 2006 
22+59  werknr 7140  F-104G   “DF+101“ restored                         Bentlage                          Sep 2006 
22+62  werknr 7143  F-104G   JBG36 pres “22+36”        Furstenfeldbruck                        Sep 2006 
22+91  werknr 7174  F-104G   silver cs   instructional                        Erding                          Sep 2006 
24+68  werknr 8217  F-104G   LVR 1       instructional                        Erding                          Sep 2006 
24+73  werknr 8222  F-104G   LVR1 preserved gate                        Erding                         Sep 2006 
25+12  werknr 8275  F-104G   BDRT fuselage only       Schlesswig-Jagel                         Jul 2006 
26+17  werknr 9162  F-104G   forw fuselage pres                    Rechlin Lärz                        Oct 2006 
26+20  werknr 9168  F-104G   Preserved cockpit                          Augsburg                          Oct 2006 
26+51  werknr 7311  F-104G   Airport Museum     Rothenburg-Oberlausitz                      Jun 2006 
26+52  werknr 7312  F-104G   Liz JG74   instructional                       Erding                          Sep 2006 
29+03  werknr 5049  F-104F   WS10 preserved              Oberschleissheim                          Sep 2006 
DA+129  werknr 9059  F-104G  Preserved pole scrapdealer             Aich                        Sep 2006 
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Greece 

 
Lamia surprise  
In May 2006 someone discovered a Greek F-104 Starfighter high up in the 
mountains, West-South-West of the village Lamia. It was photographed and the info 
was spread over the internet within various discussion groups and forums. 
The aircraft was the former Agrinion stored Starfighter 7427 (FG-427) which can  
now be found in a garden of a still not finalized house, very likely belonging to 
someone related to the Air Force. 
When you have Google-Earth you will see this aircraft in the future via coordinates : 
38" 52'01.56" N 22" 13'16.62" E 
The photo currently shown on Google-Earth is too old and does not yet show the 
aircraft but shows the fundaments of the house. 
The Starfighter was last noticed at Agrinion storage on 29 August 2001 and first 
noticed near Lamia in May 2006. The aircraft has received some treatment since it is 
looking very nice in an alu-dope color scheme. 
 

 
 

Aircraft 7427 saved for the future…and not scrapped.        (Lamia. May 2006) 

 
Tatoi Tails Tells The Truth? 
At Tatoi-Dekelia the TF-104G 62-12278 “TF-278” (c/n 5523) can be found inside the 
museum-storage since around 2004 or 2005. In July 2006 the museum was visited 
and it was told that this TF was in fact TF-104G 62-12274 “TF-274” (c/n 5519) 
carrying the tail from “TF-278” . 
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The TF-274 was seen for the last time in bare metal conditions at Athene in 
November 2000, so it looks like the aircraft was transferred to Tatoi around 2004. 
Can anyone confirm that indeed the 278 tail has been mounted on the fuselage of 
aircraft 274? 
The aircraft can be found inside a big hangar where it was prohibited to take any 
pictures. They plan to convert this aircraft into a future traveling exhibit airframe. 
 
Again a Starfighter found back 
Near the town Aigio which can be found not far from Araxos AB, Starfighter 7205 as 
FG205 can be found preserved in a pretty good condition. In August 1995 it was 
seen for the last time stored at Araxos. It is unknown when it arrived at Aigio. 
Information was received from the Scramble magazine team and they stated that the 
serial must still be confirmed. 

 
Araxos updates 
At this former Starfighter Air Base still a lot of Starfighters can be found today. On the 
scrapyard they still keep some fuselages which were sadly too far away for 
identification. On the AirBase some changes were noticed which we have listed 
beneath: 
 
F-104G    7097/FG-7097     Preserved near the 336 Mira buildings. 
F-104G    6060/63-12708    Preserved in TIGER colors near 335 Mira buildings. 
F-104G    6006/62-12307    Preserved within 335 Mira area. 
 

 
Resume Greece :  
62-12274/TF274   c/n 5519    TF-104G    Museum storage  as TF278          Araxos         July 2006 
62-12307               c/n 6006    F-104G       Preserved 335Mira                         Araxos          Aug 2006 
63-12708               c/n 6060     F-104G       Preserved 335Mira Tiger c/s         Araxos          Aug 2006 
7097/FG7097       c/n 7097     F-104G       Preserved 336Mira                          Araxos           Aug 2006 
7205/FG205         c/n 7205    F-104G       Preserved                                      Aigio            Sept 2006 
7427/FG427         c/n 7427    F-104G       Preserved                                     Lamia            May 2006 

 
 
Holland 

 
KG+101 making noise!! 
A wonderful video can be found on the internet showing the KG-101 engine being 
started, tested and stopped. It is a true mix but nicely created. At least it gives the 
idea of how it actually should work in the future….  
It was taken at Weeze on July 30th, this year. 
See:  http://www.virtual-twenthe.nl/kg101.wmv 
 

New F-104G make-overs in Holland. 
Two Starfighters received some intensive treatments by the Dutch Air Force recently. 
 
First of all the F-104G D-8266, preserved at the airfield at Texel Island since it 
arrived on 3 May 1989, already 17 years ago!! The paint of the aircraft was heavily 
damaged by 17 years of rain and sun. 
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Now it looks very shiny again and got a new location. No longer among the normal 
aircraft but a special spot was reserved for this Starfighter. It was first noticed again 
in August 2006. 
 

 
 

Totally refurbished this D-8266 got a new location at the island of Texel.  (29 August 2006, PM vd Knoop) 

 
The second aircraft was F-104G D-8245 which can be found preserved on a pole 
near the highway at the premises of the Dutch Air Force Museum at Camp Zeist 
(near Soesterberg AB). It needed some attention since also the paint-scheme of this 
aircraft was heavily damaged by the weather since it was placed 8 January 1999. 
The new paint job was well done and very complete, even zapps like “dusty” returned 
back on the fuselage. It can be found back on the pole since 19 October 2006. 
 

 
 

Op 19 October 2006 the F-104G D-8245 was mounted back on the pole outside the Dutch Air Force 
Museum. The new paint looks very glossy but is very well protected against the Dutch weather 
circumstances. It looks like they positioned the serial a bit too low. It is nice to see that they also brought 
back the typical zapps on the fuselage….                          (Kamp Zeist, MLM, 19 October 2006, internet) 
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Resume Holland :  
 
D-8266  c/n 8266      F-104G    Preserved (restored)     Texel Airport                               Aug 2006 
D-8245  c/n 8245      F-104G    Preserved (restored)      Kamp Zeist MLM                          Oct 2006 

 

 

Italy 

 
Correction ZIPPER 65 
First of all we start with a small correction. Inside ZIPPER 65 on page 10 a photo 
was published of a preserved Starfighter MM6875 coded 50-02. However it should 
say 50-03. 
 
Pratica Zippers 
Sadly we have still no news about the future of the flyworthy 104s at Pratica di Mare. 
During a special day at this Airbase on September 2006 only two of these 
Starfighters were seen on the flightline being F-104S/ASA-M MM6876/RS-05 and 
TF-104G-M MM54260/RS-08. Not seen were aircraft MM6734/RS-06 and 
MM54251/RS-09.  
Non-flyworthy Starfighters seen this day were the preserved F-104G MM6527/RS-03 
(pole at the HQ area), F-104S MM6660/RS-02 (dumped in the grass), F-104S-ASA 
CMX611/RS-06 (RSV area) and the F-104S/ASA MM6827 (on pole in black RSV 
colorscheme). 
 
Busstop exit 
A few ZIPPERs ago we published a photo of F-104S/ASA MM6785/5-25 preserved 
at the bus station in Rome center. You will not find it any more at that location since it 
was brought over to the International Airport Fiumicino. It sits in a compound close  
to Fiumicino Autostrada Exit no2 and it is unsure what the airfield is planning to do 
with it. It was seen there in July 2006. 
 
Mark Italy tour 2006 
This summer Mark visited a number of Starfighters in Italy during his holiday.  
A line-up of the expedition: 
 
Trento – 24 July 2006 
F-104G MM6609/3-01   Preserved outside museum on a pole 
 

In September 2006  the D-8245 could be 
found in the painthal in primer. Painting a 
preserved aircraft always needs a lot of 
time and precise treatment. The quality will 
be dependent on this treatment. 
 (Sept 2006, WWW)               
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Weathering and lots of  hours of Italian sunshine has damaged already the dark grey camouflage paint of 
this MM6609 preserved at Trento.                                             (Trento, 24 July 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Cavalcaselle – 27 July 2006 
F-104S/ASA MM6821/5-16   Preserved 
Mark inspected the aircraft and the tailsection clearly showed mm serial 6807. Inside 
an earlier ZIPPER we made a typing error mentioning it being MM6809. The aircraft 
has also the nose of MM6922.   
 

 
 

MM6821 is preserved on a hectic location.                   (Cavalcaselle, 27 July 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 
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Villafranca Barracks inside the town – 31 July 2006 
F-104G MM6547/3-01  
 

 
 

The MM6547 can be found preserved near barracks ..   (Viillafranca, 31 July 2006, M Wassenaar) 

 
Villafranca Air Base dump site – 31 July 2006 
F-104G (MM6643)/3-31 and (MM6593)/3-05 + 2 others (unidentified) 
Mark counted only four Starfighter  fuselages on the dump. This was quite different 
then his last visit back in 1995. Only 2 aircraft could be identified. Near these 4 
bodies a lot of tails and nosecones were spotted.  (see photo beneath) 
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At the fire-practice location two burned Starfighters remains were found. 
 
Villafranca Air Base gate – 31 July 2006 
F-104G MM6513 special c/s 132 gruppo 
F-104G MM6579 special c/s 28 gruppo 
 
Villafranca Museo Nicolis – 31 July 2006 
F-104G MM6514 (RSV 50years colorscheme) 
This Starfighter can be found on the roof of this museum building. Mark was very 
unlucky since he visited the museum on Monday and this was the only day in the 
week that it is closed.. 
 
Dossobuono – 31 July 2006 
F-104S MM6768/3-28 
This Starfighter has the tailsection of MM6785 and nose section of MM6809. 
 

 
 

An F-104S never  flew with 3 Stormo but here it is representing an F-104G. They even removed the typical 
aft belly fins.                                                                      (Dossobuono, 31 July 2006, Mark Wassenaar)) 

 
Ghedi Air Base – 1 August 2006 
F-104S/ASA MM6703 as “MM6525/6-21” preserved. (See front cover !!!) 
F-104G MM6522/5-01 preserved 102gruppo. 
F-104G MM6601/6-26 preserved at the gate. 
Mark and his family were invited this day by the base-commander and were allowed 
to visit the airbase guided by a 154 gruppo Tornado pilot. First of all the very nice 
prepared new gateguard was showed to us.  Mark checked the serial of the aircraft 
and in spite of other statement that it should be painted as “MM6524” it was 
“MM6525”. The aircraft has been erected at this airbase in June 2006. 
F-104G MM6533 seems to have disappeared. Mark remembers that he saw this 
aircraft back in 1994 at the dump of the Air Base. Air Base personnel stated it was 
gone. The F-104G MM6522/5-01 was recently refurbished and looks very nice again.  
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This MM6522 has received new paint recently and looks very nice. It arrived for display purposes at Ghedi 
Air Base  early 1995.                                                                    (Ghedi, 1 August 2006, Mark Wassenaar)  

   
San Possidonio Air Museum – 3 August 2006 
F-104G MM6647/3-22 preserved 
Once this was a museum but it does not look like a museum anymore. It was very 
easy to just walk to the aircraft. The area looked very bad treated. 
The MM6647 has the tailsection of MM6520. Looking for some remaining parts of 
MM6520 and MM6595 was not successful. Nothing was found anymore except a 
horizontal stabilizer. 
 
Sofar the trip from Mark. 
 

Deci  
TF-104G MM54233/RS-09 (c/n 5781) went from Pratica Di Mare AB to Deci 
(Sardinia) after it was painted in a nice colorscheme. Early this year it was seen that 
they put it on a pole there, located at gate Perdasdefogu (HQ Salto Di Quirra Range). 
 

Villafranca leaver 
In the 90s a large number of Starfighters have been withdrawn from use at 
Villafrance, being the last real operational F-104G Air Base.  
 
One of these phased out aircraft was MM6603 with serial 3-13. It was withdrawn from 
use on 1 March 1990 and was last noticed at this Air Base on the dump in the spring 
of 1998.  
The aircraft has been found back in a small town Ronco Ferraro (Mantova) in March 
2004. It is owned by Mr Savi and the aircraft has the tail mounted of aircraft MM6550. 
It is preserved to remember two pilots Ten. Mimmo Malavenda and Sgt. Patrizio 
Basso who were killed during a mid-air collision between their 51 Stormo F-86E 
Sabres on November 21st, 1958. 
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The MM6603 with the tail from MM6550  can be found preserved nowadays. Note the tail wing as preserved 
item. It is not sure when it arrived there.    (Ronco Ferraro Montova, 11 September 2006, Daniele Faccioli) 

 
 
Resume Italy :  
MM6513/-            F-104G             Pres 132gr c/s at gate               Villafranca AB                Jul 2006 
MM6514/-            F-104G             RSV cs Museo Nicolis                Villafranca AB                Jul 2006 
MM6522/5-01      F-104G             Preserved 102 gruppo               Ghedi                            Aug 2006 
MM6527/RS-03   F-104G              Pole HQ                                        Pratica di Mare            Sept 2006 
MM6547/3-01      F-104G              Pres barracks                              Villafranca town              Jul 2006 
MM6579/-            F-104G             Pres 28gr c/s at gate                 Villafranca AB                Jul 2006 
MM6593/3-05      F-104G             Dumped                                     Villafranca                     Jul 2006 
MM6601/6-26      F-104G             Preserved gate                          Ghedi                            Aug 2006 
MM6603/3-13      F-104G             Preserved (tail MM6550)           Ronco Ferraro            Sept 2006 
MM6609/3-01      F-104G             Preserved                                  Trento                           Jul  2006 
MM6643/3-31      F-104G             Dumped                                     Villafranca                     Jul 2006 
MM6647/3-22      F-104G              Pres (tail MM6522)                       San Possidonio            Aug 2006 
MM6660/RS-02   F-104S              Dumped                                        Pratica di Mare            Sept 2006 
MM6703/6-21      F-104S/ASA     Preserved “MM6525”                 Ghedi                            Aug 2006 
MM6768/3-28      F-104S               Pres (tail MM6785, nose MM6809)      Dossobuono           Jul 2006 
MM6785/5-25      F-104S/ASA     Stored Fiumicino Int Airport       Rome                            Jul 2006 
MM6821/5-16      F-104S/ASA      Pres (tail MM6807, nose MM6922)     Cavalcaselle         Jul 2006 
MM6827/-            F-104S/ASAM   Pres pole black c/s                      Pratica di Mare            Sept 2006 
MM6875/50-03    F-104S/ASA     Preserved (not 50-02!!)              Piacenza                     Dec 2005 
MM6876/RS-05   F-104S/ASAM   Flightline                                       Pratica di Mare            Sept 2006 
CMX611/RS-06   F-104S/ASA      Stored RSV area                          Pratica di Mare            Sept 2006 
MM54233/RS-09  TF-104GM       Pres special c/s                           Decimomannu             Mar 2006 
MM54260/RS-08  TF-104GM       Flightline                                       Pratica di Mare            Sept 2006 
 
 

Norway 

 

104886 
Flying with 334 Squadron from 23 August 1974 the ex Canadian Armed Forces 
aircraft CF-104 104886 (c/n 1186) is now in private hands. After it was withdrawn 
from use on 9 December 1982 it was put on storage at Sola. Later on it was given to 
the airbase at Rygge where it was used as Air Battle Damage Repair instructional 
Airframe. In 2001 it moved to Trondheim as a testbed for fire extinguisher 
experiments. Gladly it was not damaged and survived. In between it was given to a 
private owner (Trygve Grorud) and is on display at Rudshøgda near Hamar in 
Norway since summer 2002. This location is also sometimes named Ringsaker. 
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Not a very charming look but 104886  is save there….                           (Rudshogda, 8 August 06, IFS) 

 
More information about this aircraft can be found on the webpage:  
http://www.f-104.net/104886.htm 

 
Hans vd Vlist investigation services… 
Last summer IFS member Hans van der Vlist visited Norway and discovered some 
strange facts regarding some Norwegian stored and preserved Starfighters. It looked 
like parts have been exchanged within the aircraft. During his visit to the Sola 
technical school he took some pictures of their CF-104 Starfighter “717”. He also 
took a picture of the construction number plate in the cockpit and he was shocked 
reading “1118”. This c/n belongs to Norwegian CF-104 Starfighter “818”. The 
construction number of CF-104 “717” should be 1017. Hans also visited CF-104  
“818”, which was in use as battle damage repair instructional airframe at the 
technical school at Kjevik.  Unfortunately it was not possible to check the c/n plate in 
the cockpit. But in my note book I have written c/n 1117 because that number was 
painted or stenciled on the fuselage. Hans is not sure about how correct, or how 
easy readable this number was. 
On the other hand Hans also checked some other Norwegian CF-104’s, and they all 
had correct c/n plates ! 
Can someone explain why the c/n plate of “717” did not match its serialnumber? 
Who can explain the c/n plate 1118 in CF-104 “717” ?? 
Tom Svendsen also heard about this mystery and phoned the owner of aircraft “886”. 
He explained where this c/n plate could be found. The owner checked and 
unfortunately it was gone. Someone likely had stolen it ...or kept is as a souvenir 
before the current owner got the aircraft.  
Bert Oostmeyer heard about the c/n plate problem as well and he stated: “This is 
interesting! I don't have the answer, but there are several options.  
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Like 717 isn't 104717... A lot of years ago I went over a RDAF F-104 and noted that 
c/n like digits on plates on aircraft parts didn't match with the F-104s main c/n (a CF-
104 as well). 
 

Resume Norway :  
104717 c/n 1017       CF-104          Instructional airframe                   Sola                            Aug 2006 
104818 c/n 1118       CF-104          ABDR instructional airframe         Kjevik                          Aug 2006 
104886 c/n 1186       CF-104          Preserved (TrygveGrorud)            Rudshøgda                Aug 2006 
 

Sweden 

 

Swedish Starfighter 
In Zipper 66, the arrival of a CF-104D in Sweden was reported on page 30. Two 
pictures and some information came to hand since. Bert Oostmeijer visited the 
“Svedinos bil- och flygmuseum” last summer and was informed by curator Bjorn 
Svedfelt that the Starfighter was received mid May 2006. It came from Karup airbase 
and was kindly supplied by the RDAF as a long term loan. It was not exchanged 
against a Swedish Firefly as written in issue 66, although the loan of a Firefly 
(probably SE-CAW, RN PP392) by the Flyvapenmuseum near Linköping to the 
Dansk Veteranflysamlung (Stauning, Denmark) might have generated some 
goodwill. 
 

 
 

Behind the “Svedinos bil- och flygmuseum” former RDAF CF-104D RT-667 is seen being 
offloaded after its transport from Denmark.   (Ugglarp, May 2006, Leif Boel-Hansen via Bjorn 
Svedfelt) 

 
The museum near Ugglarp mostly has Swedish aircraft on display. Why incorporate 
an aircraft into the collection that never served in Sweden?  
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The museum policy is to broaden the collection, mainly with aircraft from 
neighbouring countries Denmark and Norway. Besides this, the interest in the F-104 
is because of the aircraft’s spectacular design and high aviation historical 
importance. The RDAF has been very helpful in the transportation of RT-667, which 
was, on arrival, not very complicated to reassemble. It is in good condition, but 
lacking the engine and cockpit equipment, which the museum hopes to be able to 
find in the future. 
RT-667 has construction number 583A-5337. It is former Canadian 104667 and was 
delivered to Denmark on 5 June 1972 (1306 flight hours). It served with 723 
Squadron at Aalborg. The aircraft made its last flight on 28 December 1982 (2800 
flight hours). 
 

 
 

Luckely not in the open air from a preservation point of view, but hard to photograph in its 
rather dark display location, RT-667 as it is now.   (Ugglarp, 2 August 2006, Bert Oostmeijer)  

 

Sven Ake Karlsson visited the museum as well and stated that also the stencils on 
the aircraft are missing. The museum was looking for some help to put the original 
stenciling back on the plane. Any help would be appreciated. 
 
104667 c/n 5337       CF-104D               Preserved Flygmuseum            Ugglarp                Aug 2006 

 

 
Taiwan 

 

USA deal 
It looks like there is a successful deal between Taiwan and a the Classic Aircraft 
Aviation Museum in Portland to obtain the ex Taiwanese F-104G 4420.  
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The government has given permission and the aircraft will go to the USA as soon as 
possible. Hopefully inside the next issue we will have more information. 
 

Resume Taiwan :  
4420  c/n 6051   63-12699  F-104G   Sold to Classic Air Museum Portland, store Taiwan    Aug 2006 
 

 

Turkey 

 

We did not know yet.. 
In the summer of 2006 Hubert Peitzmeier showed us a photo of  F-104G 7017 with 
serial “5-017” preserved at Merzifon in June 2002. Maybe you all knew but for us this 
was new information. We had seen it for the last time in the 90s when it still flew 
operational at Diyarbakir with serial “8-017”. Does anyone know when they put this 
aircraft on display at Merzifon? 
 

 
 

The Former German Air Force 21+49 can now be found preserved at the Merzifon museum area. Number 5 
Wing never used the F-104 and so this serial 5-017 looks very strange… (Merzifon, June 2002, WWW) 

 

On the photos taken at Merzifon it looks like the aircraft got the tail of another F-104 
but which one is hard to find out. There is a bit of discussion about the real fiscal year 
serial of this aircraft. Some believe it is 62-7017 others say 63-7017. 
 
Bodrum 
Other news came from Bodrum. Here the F-104G 8347 arrived around 2004 or 2005 
from Incirali where it was preserved for a lot of years near the military hospital. It got 
new paint, a bit like an F-16 scheme with Tiger zapps on the intake edges and on the 
fuselage. It was put on a pole near the 23rd Air Force School. See a photo of this 
aircraft on top of page 27. There are some discussion ongoing about the real identity 
of this aircraft, but for now we believe that is really aircraft 8347. 
 
Resume Turkey: 
7017   “5-017”       F-104G               Preserved                               Merzifon                            Jun 2006 
8347   “65-8347    F-104G               Preserved F16 camo            Bodrum                              Oct 2005 
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The 8347 “65-8347” can be found preserved in Bodrum.       (Bodrum, 23 October 2005. Flightforum.ch) 

 
USA 

 

USA tour  
Mark Wassenaar traveled to the US in June and found some time to visit some 
Starfighters in the neighborhood. A short line-up: 
 
24 June 2006: F-104A c/n 1040 56-752 at Travis AFB with 83FiS badge 
25 June 2006: F-104A as “56-751” at Grass Valley (Nevada County Apt) 
25 June 2006: F-104B c/n 5015 57-1303 at McClellan AirField Air Museum 
 

 
 

The 57-1303 has been used by the NASA for many years but got back its USAF layout again. Here it is 
seen within the AirField Air Museum at McClellan. (McClellan, 25 June 2006, Mark Wassenaar)  

 
29 June 2006: TF-104G c/n 5939 N825NA Moffet Field  
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Aircraft N825NA could be found stored, waiting for new area to be displayed. 
 

 
 

NASA proudly presents N825NA on display…                 (Moffet Field, 29 June 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Demoteam Starfighters News 
The Demo-team “The Starfighters” got a new CF-104 Starfighter. Again it is an old 
Norwegian aircraft recently shipped to Bagotville, Canada and bought by Rick 
Svetkoff in August. We are talking about aircraft 104759 (c/n 1059) and in between 
we received information in November that the aircraft arrived at the demo-team 
location. They hope to have it ready for the upcoming 2007 season since it is in a 
very good condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CF-104 104759 is now owned 
by the Starfighters demo team, 
being prepared for the 2007 
season. Here it is seen when it 
was stored at Bagotville earlier 
this year. Note the handwriting 
“awesome” in the dust on the 
fuselage….   
(Bagotville, 9 April ‘06, B. Irwin) 
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The team has given some astonishing demonstrations in the US and Canada. For 
example in NAS Oceana “Tomcat bye bye show” from 8 to 10 September. 
We are looking forward to the demonstrations next year!!!! 
 

 
 

The N104RB retuning from a fabulous airshow at Oceana. (Oceana, 9 September 2006, Michael de Boer) 

 

XF to N conversion 
Recently we were shocked when we saw photos of the preserved Starfighter at 
Palmdale factory site. A few years ago they converted F-104N c/n 4053 N812NA into 
an XF-104 prototype…Now they changed it back to F-104N!!!  They choose the old 
60s color scheme with code “812”.  
It is very sad however that they damaged the aircraft years ago to make it an 
XF….now it looks soooo incomplete and a little bit stupid although the color scheme 
is very accurate and beautiful applied… 
 

 
 

The N812NA (c/n 4053) was delivered to the NASA directly from the Lockheed production line in July 
1963 and was registered with NASA on 30 September 1963 as “012”. In 1966 it flew around with the 
new serial “812”. Later it adopted the typical white-blue colorscheme and code N812NA. 
 (1 September 1966, NASA) 
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After 40 years N812NA got back the old NACA colorscheme. Sadly the aircraft was not converted back 
from the older XF-104 looks…                                                                            (Palmdale October 2006) 

 
 

Resume USA: 
56-752        c/n 1040      F-104A              Preserved Air Museum           Travis AB               Jun 2006 
56-???        c/n 1???      F-104A              Preserved “56-751”                 Grass Valley          Jun 2006 
57-1303      c/n 5015      F-104B               Preserved Air Museum            McClellan AB        Jun 2006 
N825NA      c/n 5939     TF-104G           Stored                                     Moffet Field          Jun 2006 
104759       c/n 1059     CF-104              Prepared  Starfighters team   TarponSprings     Nov 2006 
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Odds & Ends 
 
   

 
Various members 

BOOKS, Magazines and DVD’s. 
 
We are currently very busy creating a list of all released books, magazine articles 
and Video/DVDs. When the list is ready it will be available on the International F-104 
Society website. We thank Scott Vetter for his hard work!! 
 
Full Stop magazines 
The Aviation Group Leeuwarden releases its own magazine called Full Stop. This 
magazine is a beautiful high quality paper “betweenA4-A5” size magazine with lots 
of interesting articles. The last releases they paid a lot of attention to the F-104 
within a number of specific articles. A small summery beneath: 
 
Full Stop - release 31 March 2006:  
Article about the history of MFG2 with lots of F-104 photos (color and black-white). In 
total 14 written pages with also some color photos on photo pages. 
 
Full Stop - release 15 June 2006:  
Article about the history of the Canadian Starfighters written by IFS member Ludo 
Mennes. It includes lots of F-104 photos, mostly in color. In total 9 written pages and 
7 color photo pages. 
 
Full Stop - release 30 September 2006:  
Article about the history of WS10/JBG38 with lots of F-104 photos (color and black-
white). In total 11 written pages with also some color photos on photo pages. 
 
Greek 104 book 
In Greece a book was released about the 
104 Starfighter, named Lockheed F-104 
Starfighter 1964-1993. It has 130 pages in 
only Greek language and printed in 
Athens in 2005. Theo Stoelinga got this 
book recently and heard that it was 
printed after the open days in Greece for 
the F-104 pilots only and should not be 
available in shops. It has a lot of (poor 
quality) color pictures, but also pictures 
which were not published before. 
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Magazine with article about  
104 scale-model 
In September the magazine “Model 
Airplane International” included an 
article about the new 1:48 scale 
Hasegawa TF-104G model kit. 
The magazine has a photo of this nice 
TF-104G model on the front cover, a 
must to have for the Starfighter 
modeler.  
 
Who has created such a model in 
between? Please send pictures to our 
IFS and we will publish them inside 
one of our next issues… 

 
New German 104 book 
A new series published by Gerhard 
Lang. First episode, nr ADJP 001 
reveals about the Lockheed F-104 
Starfighter. It is named: Part 1 – The 
F-104G with the Fighter-Bomber Units 
/ Teil 1 – Die F-104G bei den 
Jagdbombergeschwadern. 
Format A4, Softcover, 64 pages, 
around 150 photos, most of them in 
color. Text in English/German Text. 
And also scale drawings. 
ISBN: 3-935687-57-5. Retail price:  
€ 14.95 / € 13.98 (+ postage) 
More information on website: 
http://www.airdoc.eu/ 
 
 
New DVD 
A new DVD has been released. It contains outstanding movies from Italian AF 5° 
Stormo's Starfighters in the very last days. All filled with original sounds, music but no 
speaking in any language. Anyone interested can check this site for prices and 
overseas mailing: http://www.aerophoto.it/   
 
Another new German 104 book 
In September another 104 book has been published about German Starfighters.  It 
was published by AirDoc as ADPS04  - Bildband Pictorial German Starfighters. In 
total 64 pages with lots of German 104 photos all in color. Also air to air photos and 
taken at Luke AFB. Of course the colored 104s in special colors have not been 
forgotten as well. Price will be around 16 euro. (see photo on next page) 
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New Italian 104 book 
Late October / early November a new book will be published by Nicola Malizia about 
the Italian starfighters. It will be a photographic album containing 38 b/w and 235 
color pictures over 224 pages. A-4 format. Captions in Italian/English language. 
Price will be around 48 € + p/p. Anyone interested can contact the author at:   
n.malizia@inwind.it  or the editor at: IBN@aviolibri.it 
 

   
 
 

IFS website books magazines DVD and Video overview 
 
We got a lot of questions now and then about certain books, magazine articles, video 
films, DVD films etc regarding Starfighters. It is very difficult to answer these 
questions in detail. 
We decided to gather a lot of information by combining lots of book-overviews from 
members and from internet.  
At this moment IFS member and F-104A owner Scott Vetter is spending a lot of time 
to collect all available information and to create a big excel list for all the members. 
This list will become available on our website.  
We are still interested in lists from members regarding Starfighter publications so 
when you can help please send in any information you got. This way we are helping 
each other !!! 
 
We would like to thank Scott for all his effort and please keep your eye focused on 
our IFS website and/or our IFS web-forum.  
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Interesting 
photographs 

 

\
Bert Oostmeijer  

 

 
 

An interesting photograph of a Starfighter, taken exactly at the moment the arrestor cable is 
picked up by the 104's hook. The landing aircraft is RF-104G D-8112 of 306 Squadron RNlAF, 
the base is Ypenburg. D-8112 was transferred to Turkey on 8 March 1984 and used by 4 Wing 
at Murted until around 1987. Then it was very likely scrapped. Ypenburg AB was closed years 
ago and today is a large housing area. (Ypenburg late sixties, Alex Waning via Bert Oostmeijer) 

 

From S to ASA 
 
An overview of the aircraft which have been modified 
to S/ASA configuration.              Part 4 – final 

 

 
Marco Muntz 

 

Il F-104S/ASA nell’Aeronautica Militare Italiana – PART 4 – final part. 
 

More than fifteen years the updated version of the F-104Sierra, the F-104S/ASA, operated 
in European skies. The addition of ASA means Aggiornamento Sistema d’Arma or weapon 
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systems update. A turbulent start and development of the ASA program finally led to the 
modification of 152 (plus the prototype) aircraft, although the amount of updated 
Starfighters varies in publications related to the Italian F-104. This 4th part of this article will 
give the general overview of all 153 F-104S/ASA Starfighters.  

 
Overview F-104S/ASA by Matricola Militare (serialnumber) 
 
Explanation: version/serialnumber/first assigned code as ASA/first observation as ASA 
 
 
CI   MM6701/36-13  dec91  
CI   MM6703/51-23  may90 
CI   MM6704/5-42    jul90 
CI   MM6705/9-33    may91 
CI   MM6708/5-43    nov91 
CI   MM6713/5-36    mar88 
CI   MM6714/9-50    jun91 
CI   MM6716/53-21  dec93 
CI   MM6717/37-10  dec91 
CI   MM6719/51-06  mar91 
CI   MM6720/4-12    dec88 
CI   MM6721/9-42    may90 
CI   MM6722/5-45    jun91 
CI   MM6726/4-21    aug90 
CI   MM6727/9-45    nov90 
CI   MM6729/4-02    apr90 
CI   MM6730/5-30    aug87 
CI   MM6731/4-10    jul92 
CI   MM6732/5-40    jul88 
CI   MM6733/4-22    sep88 
CI   MM6734/9-43    aug90 
CI   MM6735/5-46    jul91 
CI   MM6736/4-20    apr91 
CI   MM6737/5-43    aug92 
CI   MM6739/51-01  jun92 
CI   MM6740/5-32    jul88 
CB  MM6741/37-07  aug88 
CB  MM6742/37-11  oct88 
CB  MM6744/5-01    jun87 
CB  MM6747/37-05  aug88 
CB  MM6748/37-14  aug88 
CB  MM6749/37-15  may88 
CB  MM6750/37-04  may93 
CB  MM6756/5-07    oct86 
CB  MM6758/53-10  may86 
CB  MM6759/5-24    sep86 
CB  MM6760/37-01  apr88 
CB  MM6761/5-05    jan88 
CI   MM6762/53-05  apr90 
CI   MM6763/4-11    jul88 
CI   MM6764/5-31    oct87 
CI   MM6767/51-15  dec89 
CI   MM6768/36-05  oct89 
CI   MM6769/4-2      aug91 
CI   MM6770/5-46    jul88 
CI   MM6771/4-16    apr88 
CI   MM6772/4-2      sep88 

 
CI   MM6774/36-21  jun90 
CI   MM6775/4-3      jun88 
CI   MM6776/5-37    jul88 
CI   MM6778/5-44    aug88 
CB  MM6781/37-20  jul88 
CB  MM6782/37-15  1992 
CB  MM6784/5-12    jun87 
CB  MM6785/5-25    aug91 
CB  MM6786/37-21  jul88 
CB  MM6787/5-42    apr88 
CB  MM6788/5-01    apr90 
CB  MM6789/37-02  jul88 
CB  MM6791/5-06    oct86 
CB  MM6792/5-25    oct86 
CB  MM6794/5-12    may88 
CB  MM6795/9-52    oct89 
CB  MM6796/5-15    jul88 
CB  MM6797/5-25    mar88 
CB  MM6798/5-16    sep86   
CI   MM6800/4-1      1988 
CI   MM6802/4-1      mar93 
CI   MM6804/36-06  jul88 
CI   MM6805/36-06  aug91 
CI   MM6806/36-12  may89 
CI   MM6807/5-41    oct89 
CI   MM6808/4-10    jun88 
CI   MM6809/9-35    jun89 
CI   MM6810/9-30    may89 
CI   MM6812/5-36    oct90 
CI   MM6814/37-22  feb93 
CI   MM6815/53-11  mar90 
CI   MM6816/53-14  sep90 
CI   MM6817/9-40    may89 
CI   MM6818/36-22  may91 
CI   MM6819/53-01  may90 
CI   MM6820/51-07  oct89 
CB  MM6821/5-16    jun89 
CI   MM6822/37-04  nov89 
CI   MM6824/53-02  jun90 
CI   MM6825/36-11  mar90 
CI   MM6826/36-01  jun89 
CI   MM6827/4-5      dec88 
CB  MM6828/4-6      jun89 
CB  MM6830/5-27    aug89 
CB  MM6831/37-24  jun89 
CB  MM6833/5-11    jun87 
CB  MM6835/5-35    jul88 
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CB  MM6836/37-04  may90 
CB  MM6838/36-10  jun89 
CB  MM6839/51-04  mar90 
CB  MM6840/37-25  jul88 

 
CB  MM6842/37-26  oct88 
CB  MM6843/51-03  nov90   
CB  MM6844/5-20    sep87 
CB  MM6845/5-11    jun91 

 
 

 
 
TheMM6909  is seen here while operated on NODA duty. The aircraft is officially owned by 36 Stormo 
156 Gruppo  but assigned to participate with NODA which means that the 36 was stripped from its serial 
and NODA was applied on the fin. It was seen in this livery from July till October 1984. In 1988 it was 
converted to ASA standard CB and transferred to Trapani.                 (Grazzanise, 1984, IFS collection) 

 
 
CB  MM6846/37-16  apr88 
CB  MM6847/5-14    may87 
CB  MM6848/51-04  mar92 
CI   MM6949/5-33    aug91 
CI   MM6850/36-02  jun89 
CI   MM6869/4-14    aug91 
CI   MM6870/37-03  sep92 
CI   MM6872/53-15  jun91 
CI   MM6873/5-35    apr90 
CI   MM6875/5-32    jun91 
CI   MM6876/5-40   aug92 
CI   MM6878/9-31    aug92 
CI   MM6879/51-02  nov90 
CI   MM6880/4-12    aug91 
CI   MM6881/36-16  oct89 
CB  MM6886/5-02    oct87 
CB  MM6887/9-51    aug93 
CB  MM6890/9-31    aug89   
CB  MM6908/37-12  dec88 
CB  MM6909/37-23  apr88 
CB  MM6910/5-04    oct87 
CB  MM6912/9-33    sep89 
CB  MM6913/5-22    jul88 
CB  MM6914/51-01  feb90 
CB  MM6915/37-03  oct90 
CB  MM6916/5-10    1986 

 
CB  MM6918/37-22  aug93      
CB  MM6919/5-13    may88 
CB  MM6920/5-26    jul88 
CB  MM6921/37-27  dec88 
CB  MM6922/5-02    may91 
CB  MM6923/9-51    oct89 
CI   MM6925/36-03  jun89 
CI   MM6926/9-50    oct89 
CI   MM6929/9-32    aug89 
CI   MM6930/36-13  dec88 
CI   MM6932/4-4      dec88 
CI   MM6933/5-33    jun88 
CI   MM6934/51-14  oct89 
CI   MM6935/51-05  dec89 
CI   MM6936/51-22  jul89 
CI   MM6937/51-16  jan90 
CI   MM6938/4-16    aug93 
CI   MM6939/4-20    jul91 
CI   MM6940/53-07  oct90 
CI   MM6941/51-20  aug90 
CI   MM6942/53-13  may90 
CB  MM6943/36-20  jun91 
CB  MM6944/5-03    jan87 
CB  MM6945/-          dec84 
CB  MM6946/37-10  jun88 
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CI = Caccia Intercettori  Fighter Interceptor 
CB = Caccia Bombardieri  Fighter Bomber 
 

It must be emphasized that the version mentioned in this schedule is the original 
version (CI/CB) in which the aircraft were delivered to the Italian Air Force as F-
104S. Clearly visible is the fact that several F-104S aircraft, originally delivered as 
CB, were updated as F-104S/ASA in the CI configuration. This can be seen by all CB 
mentioned Starfighters not wearing code 5-01 till 5-27 and 37-01 till 37-27. 
 

 
 

The MM6796, seen here preserved at Lignano Sabbiadoro as “5-37” was converted to F-104S/ASA 
likely in 1987. It was seen as ASA for the first time when it visited Laarbruch in July 1988 during a 
squadron rotation with nr 15 squadron. It served 23 Gruppo as “5-15”. It was transferred to 21 Gruppo at 
Cameri in November 1993 where it received serial “53-06”. In Spring 1996 it went back to 23 Gruppo 
which had been moved to Cervia. It got serial “5-37”and was flown until its retirement in 1997. After a 
storage period it was refurbished and transported to Lignano Sabbiadoro, Udine where it is preserved 
still as “5-37”. It was first noted in April 2005. Does someone know when it arrived here??   
 (Lignano Sabbiadoro, 22 June 2006, IFS Collection via Huber Peitzmeier) 

 
Concerning the overview, I have to stress that all dates are first observation dates. It 
might well be possible that a certain aircraft was already assigned to the squadron 
and earlier dates of observation are known. When you have any additional 
information concerning these overviews please send it to the well known IFS 
address.  
 
Next time we are planning to create an article about the Italian NODA operations. It is 
a quite interesting subject. We are looking for photographs and specific information. 
Any help will be appreciated!!!!! 
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Silver Shine!!! 
 
 The first days of a wingless wonder… 
 
 

 

Text and photos by Roger Seroo  
 
A small article written by Roger Seroo about the first days of their silver Wingless 
wonder…..8001. 
   
It al looked so wonderful, that wingless wonder....During the last months at the 
Fokker factory it was really High Life up there, a prestigious project. The men worked 
for very long shifts to get it ready in time because on Friday the 10th November 1961 
there should be the first flight of the bird... 
On that Friday morning it was rather cold and a lot of people were invited to witness 
the very first flight of this brand new aircraft. Together with the official opening of the 
Electrics Centre of the Fokker factories at Schiphol, secretary of defence S.H. Visser 
should be there also... 
Only, during the frost the airstarter had been frozen and after a couple start up 
attempts the first flight was cancelled...a very unfortunate "play off" what should been 
the best fighter around those days... 
  
The weather was clearing up and the chief testpilot A.P Moll together with his team 
decided on the next day, Saturday 11 November 1961, that it was a nice day for a try 
out.... 
Mr. Moll climbed in his A/C and began his pre-flight checks. Everything looked well 
and crankin'up began...the airstarter was pressurizes and for the first time the big J-
79 engine came slowly to life....after the checks finally the moment came for Fokker 
and of course the KG-101... 
The plane lined up for take off at runway 06-24 and brake release was at 11h20 and 
soon after the KG-101 was airborne over Holland for the first time!!!!  
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The plane went almost vertically and went direction Badhoevedorp. It went 
supersonic above the NorthSea and several function check ups were made during 
the flight. Then it went mach 1.4 and leveled off. After a 24 minute ride, the plane 
made a nice landing back on the runway at Schiphol-Oost and the first flight was 
written into the history books... 
 
The aircraft made some 35 flying hours at the Fokker-plant before it was handed 
over to the German Luftwaffe during the winter of 1962...it became DA+245 with the 
first operational unit of the Luftwaffe, JBG-31 "Boelcke" at Nörvenich. 
After some 30 flying hours later the plane went to Kaufbeuren and was re-serialled 
as "BF+245" and since may 1962 it never flew again so the total flying time of this 
bird was stuck at 73.20 hours of flight-time!!! 
After a long career as an instructional airframe both of Kaufbeuren and later on 
Fassberg we got our hands on this great bird! 
We, Ton and me, decided that we should bring back the original serial presentation 
on the aircraft and our goal was to get it to look like it was going to make that first 
flight again, as it was back in November 1961...I think after four years of hard work 
and with some struggling, we succeeded in our goal...We already had two former 
Fokker-crewchiefs at our bird and they were astonished by the condition of our 
plane...one guy stood still for some 15 minutes or so and a lot of memories came 
back to him...it was an emotional reunion for him.... 
Luckily we had found a great home for our 104, first at a WW2 museum in Best and 
later on in a shelter at former RAFG-base Laarbruch just nearby the Holland-German 
border. 
 

 
 
Niederrhein/Weeze, as it is called nowadays looks like a real Starfighter heaven and 
already three Zippers have arrived up here....hopefully more will follow as we can still 
enjoy those lines from the past... 
Luckily we are not the only ones who decided to get their 104 in all natural metal 
finish...In Berlin you can find 20+37 all shiny, and at the Belgium airbase of 
Beauvechain you can find FX-47.  
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These three planes including our own really look like they were stuck in the sixties 
and we are all very proud of our birds and we intend to keep it that way!!!! 
 

 
 

The 20+37 lost its camouflage scheme in 1986 when it was used for the anniversary of LVR1 at Erding. 
The aircraft was never painted again and became instructional airframe at Erding until March 1989 when 
it was given away to the Air Museum at Uetersen. However this museum closed mid-90s. Today it can 
be found preserved inside the big museum hall at Berlin Gatow. The 20+37 is one of 3 preserved bare 
metal F-104G aircraft in the world next to FX-47 and KG-101…..             (Erding 1986, Peter Muhlbock) 

 
Willy Peeters, a famous Belgium aviation illustration artist, made a beautiful drawing 
of the KG-101. It was painted in 2005 and showed to the public during the Weeze Air 
Show in May 2005. 
 

 
 

The painting which was made by Willy Peeters looks really wonderful. It was a nice gift in 2005. 

 
Greetz. Roger “kicker” Seroo 
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Roger Seroo has visited the restoration team hangar at Volkel Air Base early November 2006. The team 
was very busy restoring an F-16 fighter. When this is finished they will continue again with the F-104G 
D-8312. Inside the hall Roger also saw aircraft D-8256 which had been cut in several parts. It was a 
very tragic view but the team had to make choices. The remains will be scrapped soon.  
(Volkel, November 2006, Roger Seroo). 
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Cover photo captions  

 
Do you have nice high definition color photos and want them published inside 
ZIPPER???  Please don’t wait, send them in and share these photos with all the 
other members of the International F-104 Society.. 
Please send them to starfighter1961@hotmail.com 
 
 

Front cover 
 

A beautiful shot of the nicely restored F-104S MM6703 representing an old F-104G 
from 154Gruppo, 6 Stormo with serial 6-21. It was photographed by Mark Wassenaar 
when he visited Ghedi Air Base with his family on 1 August 2006. On the photo it is 
clearly seen that they even removed the typical F-104S fins to make it look like a real 
F-104G. 
  
 

Page 43 
 

Two photos from Japanese Air Force (or Japanese Self Defense Force) Starfighters 
during the days they still flew around in Asia. 
 
On top a beautiful take off shot of F-104J Starfighter 76-8681 from 204 squadron, 
operating under nr 5 Wing at Nyutabaru Air Base. It carries a dart drone system 
which was used for dog fight shooting exercises. The photo was taken by Mr Nyuta 
on 22 November 1984. 
Around 1996 this Starfighter was converted to UF-104J drone himself…. and was 
shot down on 21 February 1997. By that time it also got a new serial “76-3681”. 
 
Bottom photo shows F-104DJ Starfighter 36-5014 taxying out to the runway at 
Chitose on 2 August 1981. It is not seen on the photo but it carries the markings of 
203 squadron, operating under nr 2 Wing. 
The pilots always carried orange flying suits due to the fact they flew often over the 
sea. When they had to bail out and had to be rescued from the sea, the orange color 
is a big advantage to be found. 
This particular F-104DJ was withdrawn from use in September 1983 and can be 
found preserved at Kumamoto on the roof of the Sojo University. It still carries the 
markings of 203 squadron. 
 
  

Back cover 
 

Ghedi Air Base, Italy has a few nice preserved Starfighters. This MM6601 is guarding 
the gate already many years. (Ghedi, 1 August 2006, Mark Wassenaar). 
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Inside an earlier ZIPPER magazine we mentioned the strange” X-3”  code on the rudder of  MM6764 being 
one of the first F-104S/ASA modified aircraft. We received a color photo (sadly a bit rough) showing the 
aircraft taxying to the runway at Volkel during its visit on Monday 19 October 1987. It arrived the Friday 
before spending the weekend in Holland.                                (Volkel, 19 October 1987, Rob Beekmans)  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 


